Three-beam resonant X-ray diffraction in germanium - Laue transmission cases.
Perturbation of the two-beam diffracted power owing to the influence of a third lattice node has been examined for various three-beam cases in a small finite germanium crystal in the vicinity of the K-absorption edge. Although the crystal was slightly imperfect, the main parts of the experimental results are very well described within the framework of the fundamental theory of X-ray diffraction in conjunction with Cromer-Liberman calculations for the resonant scattering terms. Beam divergence and dynamical block size are treated as adjustable parameters in the analysis. Observed changes in the three-beam profile asymmetry are mainly attributed to size and not to resonance effects associated with the triplet phase sum of the involved reflections. Close to the absorption edge there is however some evidence indicating that f' values should be reduced in magnitude compared to the tabulated ones.